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Meeting Objectives

- Understanding the Immunization Passport Landscape
- Introducing STChealth’s Consumer Network Access
- Mechanics of providing record access to consumers
- Next steps to get started
Immunization Passport Landscape

- Several new & unknown players in the market
- Need to ensure access to official records
- STChealth can validate identity, consent, record quality, privacy, and security
- STChealth can scale as request volume increases
Our network represents over one million immunization records and gaps in care exchanged daily
Healthcare Ecosystem - COVID-19
Complete solution for each step of the vaccine journey

Receive Inventory at the Facility
- Consolidated inventory tracking
- Reporting to Vaccine Finder

Patient Registers for the Vaccine
- Qualifying questions
- Find location & time
- Complete consent

Provider Administers the Vaccine
- Required fields
- Decision support
- Patient follow up

Patient has Official Record
- Series reminders
- Passport integrations

Data Shared with Public Health & Others
- IIS and CDC reporting
- EHR integrations
- IZ Gateway
- Employer reporting

Insights & Analytics

Series Insights & Analytics
National pharmacy chains are using STChealth solutions to report immunizations to all State IIS.

Pharmacies need a digital record solution for their patients; paper records cause MORE work and are LESS efficient.
Healthcare is becoming more on-demand - the rise of Telehealth and consumer-focused services are strong indicators of this.

Patients expect access to records, and vaccine providers want to provide a digital solution.

Over 1,500,000 consumers searched for online record access last year.
Consumer Network Access

- Verification process that provides **certified immunization records** without the need to go through a provider or public health department.

- Consumers give STChealth consent to share their records with “passport” applications.

- Turn this on and leverage the technology to re-open your economy
Consumer Data Flow

Find and Verify Record + Ask for Share Consent

Consent Given to Share
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IIS

CLEAR 1health
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Consumer Experience

Vaccine Network Authorization

Electronic Authorization

Connect your online accounts to authorize the release of your electronic health data to:

Get Started

You need to create an account to continue.

E-mail
rachel.green@gmail.com

Create a password

Continue

Have a MyIR account?

Sign in

Continue

Check your personal information below.

Name: Rachel Green
Gender: Female
Date of birth: July 5, 1870
Phone number: (602) 456-2358
Address: 321 W. Central Park ave.
Phoenix, Arizona 85005

Update my information
Congrats!
You’ve created your account. You’ll get a confirmation email from STChealth.
For next step, we’ll look up your vaccinations.

First dose
Where did you get the first dose of your COVID-19 vaccination?
[Options: Walmart, Tegnoone, RITE AID, CVS]

Next

I didn’t get my vaccination yet.

Second dose
Where did you get the second dose of your COVID-19 vaccination?
[Options: Walmart, Tegnoone, RITE AID, CVS]

Which state did you get your vaccine?
Arizona

Find my vaccinations
Share Consent

We found Your COVID-19 vaccination information!

Continue to share your COVID-19 vaccination information with [app name].

Share my record with [App name]

Cancel
MyIR Mobile & Consumer Access

Additional value to consumers available through MyIR Mobile:

- Consolidate records for themselves and dependents
- Access State-certified immunization records

STChealth Consumer Network Access was built using learnings from MyIR Mobile to ensure quick implementation and access.
Rolling Out Consumer Network Access

- Single point for enabling all immunization passport applications and services
- Leverage STChealth’s **current connections** to your IIS - everything is already in place, we just need to flip a switch!
- Testing and QA can take **24-48 hours**, and then we go live.
- **No cost** and work with a known and trusted entity in STChealth
- Reporting back to States through dashboards
Ready To Get Started?

Turn on access by contacting us at clientpartners@stchome.com

We’ll work with you to turn on access and provide consumers in your state with verified records.
Contact Us

411 S. 1st St., Phoenix, AZ 85004

www.stchealth.com

480-745-8500

clientpartners@stchome.com